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From an American artillery post on top of a mountain peak at the back of

Salerno to-day I watched the Germans take a terrific pummelling from the shells

fired by the men who endured the merciless German shelling on Salerno's Beaches

two weeks ago*

It took me nearly two hours to climb the craggy heights overlooking the

mountain town which the Germans wore evaluating and I found young artillery

spotting officers having the time cf their lives*

alone
There was only one road out of the town/which the Germans were hurriedly quit-

ting and there was a straight stretch of five'hundred yards Before the road wound

round the mountainside.

Every German soldier and every German vehicle was chased along that stretch By

American shells. We were surprised to sec the Germans were making their troops

cover the stretch on foot and they had to Be super-speed merchants to make it*

Spotting officers saw to that. Some vehicles managed to tear through to safety -

But very few. .. .

Each American officer had a telephone clasped to his ear and the moment soldiers

or vehicles - we could -see them plainly - come into view, orders were issued to our

artillery batteries miles behind us and within seconds mountains were reverberating
with the noise of cannon-fire. The sound of our shells whistling over our oars

from behind us was 'sweet music. that one battery missed along that mountain road

another picked up and he was a lucky Hun indeed who managed to get safely through*

During that hour I spent on the observation 'post I counted 30 shells that fell

among the German infantrymen or vehicles, so that casualties must have Been heavy.
The Germans were truly caught Between two fires as the American infantry were ad-

vancing on the town that the enemy wore evacuating' (our troops should have entered

it By the time this is published ) and they cither had to run the gauntlet of our

artillery fire or risk Being captured.

I recorded the following dialogues within the course of the hour; spotter from

Georgia into the phone "Load the guns, there is a Bunch of Heinies coming." Then

coaxing ly, as he peered intently through his telescope, "Come along, my merry Heinies,

smartly, now. Just a. few mere yards you supermen, Uncle Sam has a surprise for you,"
Then loudly into the phone, "Fire,"

We heard the Bang away Behind us and the shell ast it scudded ever cur heads.

Wc saw the Germans running in single file along Both sides of the road and suddenly
a great cloud of dust and Black smoke rose from the- very centre of the road. Elion
it cleared there was no sign of any movement• The spotter from Georgia called Back

into the phone. "Nice work* you landed smack among a. whole Bunch of them. Get set

for the next lot."

A few feet away the spotter from California called up his Battery and trained on

to the far end of the road* "There are four vehicles coming to Beat the wind.

Get ready, load*" The vehicles hall raced into sight* at great speed -and were half

way across the stretch whenthe Californian spotter yelled into the phono "Fire-."

Only one vehicle emerged from the dust and smoke kicked up By the exploding
shell. The Californian cried into the phone "Hell, you missed one*' - Do you want

me to deliver personally for you?" 1. third spotter from Minnesota picked up a flee-

ing motor-cyclist and called to us "No use wasting a shell on this guy, is there?".

The Californian replied "Sure, be might Be carrying a message for Rommel,"

The spotter from Minnesota called into the phone "Fire,"
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The shell seemed to land about five yards ahead of the motor cylist which

was enough.

When I left the observation post the spotting officers mere arguing among them-

selves as to who could guide a shell closest to the fleeing enemy- without actually

hitting then -- just -sufficiently close to cover their super bodies in some of

Italy’s superdust.

From I saw of their shell directing I mould not take any of them up on

any bet.

Later, on my may back to camp, I stopped at the artillery batteries that had

been giving the (Germans such a terrific pastoing and found the gunners in a happy
mood. Colourful reports of their firing mere coning back to them from the spotting
officers I had left up on the.mountain top.

The gunners told me it made then happy to shell the Germans, "Heinics had us

pinned doom on the beaches when we landed for hours. Not it is our turn,'’
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